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Delicate interventions in space and the landscape - a pulled thread, a hole gathering droplets of 
water, a tree emerging from the walls. Lai Chih-Sheng (b. 1971, Taiwan) pursues a practice that 
plays with tension, the everyday and personal encounters across multiple mediums in particular 
installation and sculpture. There is a playful minimalism in the way he observes detail and 
creates relationships between different parts of a room, engaging the viewer’s sense of body and 
presence. During the 1990s Lai Chih-Sheng was a member of the conceptual ar t group National 
Oxygen, presenting his early work in disused structures around the periphery of Taipei, which 
often involved seemingly futile labour. As such, there are certain pervading traits throughout his 
work: an affinity to environment and space, a sense of expanse, a lyrical delicacy that engages 
our curiosity.

Interested in self-reflexivity and how it applies to the tradition of conceptual ar t, Lai Chih-Sheng 
engages with a practice that is aware of its own ‘ar tificiality’ or absurdity. He consciously creates 
atypical realities within everyday circumstances that have a site-specific quality. In line with 
this consciousness of absurdity or atypicality, he explores minute perceptions. Lai Chih-Sheng 
also draws on his personal experience of working for 13 years as a professional bricklayer, using 
this as a foundation to comment on labour and consumption. As such, Lai strives to remove all 
vestiges of self-expression from his work, even going so far as transferring the responsibility for 
its completion onto his audience or the workers who install the exhibition.

Consider, for example, ‘Drifting Sandbar’ (2018) presented at the 2nd Great Taipei Biennial 
of Contemporary Art. A range of metallic cords stretch and string across the room, creating 
interventions in the space that at once delicately fill it but also make its emptiness all the more 
palpable. A raised plank of the same glossy grey colour as the floor acts as the anchor for the 
strings and a portal for visitors to walk down and engage. This act of tracing space also appears, 
albeit in a different way, in the earlier work ‘Life-Size Drawing’ (2012) presented at the Hayward 
Gallery, London in which single lines were drawn around the architecture of the space - delicate 
outlines, linear in form, but comparatively invisible to the naked eye. A drawing or painting action 
that relied heavily on labour, there is a pointing to futility while also honouring the textures of 
space. 

INTRODUCTION

Further interventions include Border (2013), recreated and presented at the Lyon Biennial in 
2015 and Aichi in 2017, in which visitors edge along a narrow path suspended from the venue’s 
walls above a centerpiece of discarded materials left behind by exhibition installers. Taking to 
a stage in which one simultaneously observes and is observed, the mind is engaged as one is 
conscious of the generated waste but equally our bodies respond to the tight elevated walkway 
one has been granted by comparison to the below expanse of detritus. A sense of space and 
distortion is equally achieved in ‘Scene’ (2015) in which the ceiling is lowered so it hovers right 
above visitors heads, as if entering a darkened yet luminous cave.

Ultimately, Lai Chih-Sheng prompts us to pay that little more attention to our surroundings, to 
what we contribute and how, engaging with our contexts, the peculiarities of space and the 
present. Through his subtle and delicate interventions and alterations, he points to the correlation 
between magnanimity and impact, demonstrating the weight and value of the subtle and minimal.  

Lai Chih-Sheng has exhibited internationally including solo exhibitions at Observations Society, 
Guangzhou (2018), Eslite Gallery, Taipei (2015) and participated in group exhibitions at Aichi 
Triennale (2016), Lyon Biennial (2015), OCT Contemporary Art Terminal, Shenzhen (2014) and 
Hayward Gallery (2012). 
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Closer to Luck

by Anthony Yung
Translated by Jenning King

*Anthony Yung/ Author, Curator, Senior Researcher at the Asia Art Archive, Founder of Observation Society.

What does the artist want us to see? As we step into Closer, out of habit our eyes search for a 
focal point, but to no avail.

Could this be the artist’s intention, not letting us see anything? Nothingness is indeed a prominent 
subject matter in 20th century art. It originated from debates on Reductionism, where the  nal 
destination is to arrive at the essence of art (and a myriad of things), but risk pulling all values 
toward nihility. Vacuity is a rather constructive phenomenon in science, referring to a spatial 
condition in which no matters are present. The notion of Nothing in art, however, does not lend 
itself to the same meaning as in science or denote the riddance of all matters (although there 
exists the concept of de- objecti cation), but rather, the very thing an artist seeks to remove is 
everything that is not art. Needless to say this is self-contradictory and violates science. In art 
Nothing is simply a reference point, or a re ection, from which the artist hopes to  nd something 
in the end, though what that entails undoubtedly di ers from person to person. Artist Daniel 
Spoerri puts it nicely, “Everyone’s Everything is di erent, and everyone’s Nothing is di erent.”

What are we supposed to see in Closer? To think about this question, let’s consider a completely 
reversed scenario that could also take place in an art museum: A famous painting is on view, and 
a big crowd of people scramble to catch a glimpse of it, even forming a long, winding queue. The 
famous painting is merely an object, but because of people’s burning desire to see it, it assumes 
a divine eminence likening to a deity. It is such a rare opportunity to see the painting, so if we 
don’t seize the chance we’d su er a great loss. The question is, so what if we saw it? What’s the 
good of seeing the painting? I believe most people have no idea even after setting eyes on the 
work. There is only one satisfactory answer to that question, and that is: At least I get to take a 
photo.

A frequent anxiety for many city dwellers is finding ways to kill free time. People generally believe 
it is a sin not do anything on weekends, best if they can do something meaningful. Visiting an 
art museum appears to be a qualified pastime. Museum goers throw in their precious leisure 
time, expecting to see something extraordinary, something beautiful, something worthwhile. 
Unfortunately most of them walk away with disappointment.

Looking at ar t is a completely meaningless activity for the majority. Most artworks they see in a 
museum quickly vanish into oblivion. Even so, our society continues to be asked to invest large 
amount of resources to satisfy the public’s “demand” for art or ful l the obligation to provide art 
education. Art is indeed an all-around waste of resources by the society at large in this regard.

The commoditization of everything is the greatest impetus for creativity in the contemporary 
world. Visual pleasure has been developed into a pro teering commodity in an age of information, 
even though the desire for visual experience often leads to consumption and expenditure. 
Twentieth century art leaves with us a practical warning: We must beware of those that please 
the eye. The wisdom of art cannot  ght against the torrents of time, but art itself should at the 
least stay clear of visual pleasure. However, this could be a flight without end. Marcel Duchamp 
spoke about his readymades in a forum in 1964: He would plan his schedules in advance and 
decide on the days when he should make art. On those days, he would go to a hardware store, 
choose the dullest thing at which he would normally not cast a second glance, and that would be 
the object he turned into a readymade. Alfred Barr asked upon hearing this, “But Marcel, why do 
they look so beautiful today?” To that Duchamp responded, “Nobody’s perfect.”

Duchamp used an almost comical way to negate beauty. This negation has turned into a famous 
incident in art history, but the truth is it cannot escape the fate of being engulfed by and labeled 
a standard of beauty. Perhaps Duchamp anticipated the inevitability, that even his shovel, his 
wine rack would ultimately be considered “beautiful.” In any case it is truly ironic. If Duchamp 
failed to negate the standard of beauty, it is because his repudiation was nevertheless based 
on existing standard of beauty—people do not find the object beautiful nor do they think it has 
anything to do with art, well, by all means I shall call it ar t. We believe Duchamp did not really 
consider a readymade a “better” kind of art than painting, but rather was making a point by 
saying these objects can be art. In that sense he succeeded in showing that standard is  uid; the 
mainstream will eventually accept your standard no matter how absurd it is.

Nonetheless after Duchamp achieved this milestone, we then realized that the outcome betrayed 
his very intention, which was not to create a new standard to replace the old one; what needed 
to be negated wasn’t a particular standard, but standard itself. Why so? Possibly it is because 
“art” and “standard” are essentially two concepts that do not mesh. What is ar t? What constitutes 
beauty? We do not agree there should be standards for people to agree on, as the de nition of art 
and beauty should be open to free interpretation. To be sure, ar t is a common cause for mankind, 
but it arises from discourses instead of trials. An artist’s work is a personal journey, and a record 
and sharing of clues he  nds along the way. Artists should not provide absolute conclusions. No 
one can.

In observing Lai Chih-Sheng’s practice, we can perhaps assume that the aforesaid viewpoint 
describes his understanding of art, and that this assumption makes perfect sense to explain 
Closer. The artist does not generate an object for our gaze, nor does he intend to conquer our 
sensibility. His renderings of the void or space is only a means and not an end, for the artist 
creates a circumstance but provides no plot or route for perception. He is willing to let you 
depart from here, heading anywhere. The only formulation he draws up is a zone to neutralize our 
pace, a prompter of acute sensibility to the environment around us. His method is similar to that 
of Haiku: Using minimal words to allow the imagery to radiate on its own. Words remain unsaid 
yet it is not a riddle, without secrets or hidden symbols. Everything about the work lies in plain 
sight.



Lai’s key actions are omission and preservation, as opposed to production. To the artist, ar t-
making is a training exercise for observation and perception, whereas to the audience, ar twork 
provides the training. The structure he employs is often this: First there is a condition, then 
without altering that condition, he makes a subtle change to hint at the possibility of transcending 
the mundane from ordinary life. Closer adopts an approach similar to those evident in previous 
works such as Border and Canton Flower Bridge, where he constructed a temporary dimension 
in an existing space, thereby creating a delicate distance between the audience and that space. 
This temporary dimension hints at something that is unsteady, even borderlines danger—but of 
course there is no real danger, except a sense of un nishedness is reintroduced into the  nished 
space.

The temporary dimension in Closer entails a few uneven platforms that encircle the beams and 
columns in the corridor on the third  oor of the Taipei Fine Arts Museum. Traditionally exhibition 
galleries are the primary constituent in a museum building, whereas the auditorium, event rooms, 
o ce areas and even stairways, cloakroom and restrooms play a secondary role. This particular 
corner on the third  oor of the museum is all the more irrelevant than those elements. It is 
functionally an awkward architectural presence, a leftover between exhibition galleries, like an 
intermission where the audience is given the opportunity to make for the door without being 
rude; or an appendix given at bir th but can do without for its tendency to be in icted by in 
ammation. For that matter, this space is physically located at the heart of the building but in 
reality it is peripheral. Closer’s platforms, although in the center of the heart, are in the periphery 
of the periphery.

Born to be lonely, this space will never be showered by the audience’s gaze. However, the artist 
does not intend to decorate it to increase its appeal, but to heighten that sense of loneliness to 
its extreme. A feeling of aloofness is likely to ensue as we set foot on these platforms and come 
face to face with the big void in the museum’s lobby from a bird’s eye view. Perhaps it makes us 
think of the experience when we stood on the observation deck on top of a mountain. Why do 
we  nd pleasure in looking out from a vantage point? In Chinese we say “in full view,” implying 
our craving to see. Too often we lower our heads, buried in the things in front of us, mired in the 
crammed living conditions. This can cause a biological malnutrition that can only be cured by 
having some distance. It makes perfect sense: Ascend and behold, we shall be able to revisit 
distant memories, allowing our thoughts to swim towards vast imagination. This is certainly bene 
cial to our well-being.

In this way, distance appears to be the core theme of Closer. We can be quick to conjure up 
the notion of “farther,” but the title of the work is none other than “closer.” Climbing onto the 
platform, we are a step away from exhibition galleries and the exit. Everything that we are meant 
to engage in the museum now lie further beyond. What, then, becomes closer? Light and air  ow 
become markedly lucid, but really they are not. We only feel closer to them. That said, it is our 
feelings that changed. In other words, what the artist hopes to occur here, is for people to grow 
a little closer to themselves.

Needless to say this is just one way to approach this work. But if we follow this train of thought 
and arrive at this given point, we will realize what the artist hopes to happen does not necessarily 
have to take place in the speci c site of Closer. The purpose of Closer is to infer a kind of 
awareness that can occur to anyone, at any given moment. When we head out in the wee hours 
of the morning or at nightfall, when we walk the extra distance on our way home, when we 
take an unusual turn, or even if it is only looking up momentarily while walking down a familiar 
lane... perhaps we can all capture that sensibility to transcend the mundane in our daily life. This 
awareness, a possibility of beauty, is what Lai Chih-Sheng most hopes to bring about.

Some artists want to take total control with zero risk, while some artists know to humbly accept, 
that their audience may or may not encounter the arrival of art in their work. Or to put it more 
precisely, the re-arrival of art. But still, he is willing to try his luck, which is a fascinating thing. 
Closer would let us know, that every day, in any given moment, in any place, we can try our luck 
to encounter art.
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Besides,
Solo Exhibition�⦐㾝

Kirishima Open Air Museum, Kagoshima, Japanꪒ䃋⛓啿繠遮긬뛨⯥䃋傈劥
17.12.2019 - 13.02.2020



“‘Besides,’ is about exceptions to reality, in which a unique sensitivity is initiated 
through acts of imagination, blurring, defiance, transcendence or vanquishment in 
regard to everyday circumstances.” --Lai Chih-Sheng

This solo exhibition encompasses a number of artworks Lai Chih-Sheng made since 
2011, including new pieces characteristic of his conceptual ideas with an emphasis on 
the connection between daily life and nature. By distilling a certain sense of familiar 
yet peculiar feelings, Lai’s poignant exposition brings to light something simple, but 
resonant of a cosmic moment.
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Healthier, Simpler, Wiser.刿⨴䐀刿知㋲刿僈兰կ
Group Exhibition�耡㾝

Edouard Malingue Gallery, Shanghai, China꼛ⲳ殥䐤�♳嵳�⚥㕜
19.05 - 30.06.2019
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Edouard Malingue Gallery, Shanghai presented the group exhibition, “Healthier, Simpler, Wiser.” bringing 
together three highly reputed mid-career Chinese artists: Hu Xiangqian from Guangdong, Lai Chih-Sheng 
from Taipei, and Kwan Sheung Chi from Hong Kong. Each presented a work newly commissioned by the 
gallery, together with a selection of recent works. While their practices are different in character, medium, 
and conceptual method, the artists are united by their concision, poetic quality, and constant search for the 
essential meaning of art.

Hu Xiangqian’s work evokes a sense of strong will. His art-making originates from a natural desire to use the 
body and take action, yet he never bows to the corrupting side of such desire. His work falls between artistic 
performance and athleticism, and thus lies beyond the boundaries of a certain aesthetic form or a de!nition 
of a certain win-lose logic. To a large extent, his artistic mission is to make himself healthier in both a bodily 
and spiritual sense, and to lead us to do so as well.

Hu’s life experience has been one of migration: born in Leizhou, he moved to Guangzhou, Beijing, New York, 
and then back to Guangzhou again. He likes to travel, and considers traveling an essential part of an artist’s 
life. He has a strong curiosity that leads to a proactive pursuit of understanding the world and absorbing all 
kinds of knowledge. The unique thing about him is that wherever he goes, he’s able to live like he is at home. 
He never abandons the interests and ways of understanding the world he developed while living in his 
hometown during his teenage years — always being intimate to the land and nature, and living barehandedly.

Hu’s new work for this exhibition was inspired by one of his personal interests: watching internet videos 
of people building houses using traditional methods. He once said that he’s never wanted to build his own 
house. He never even tidies up the places he lives. To him, the living space is always temporary. But a"er a 
life of moving between places over the past decade, he started to reconsider how places and spaces may 
in#uence him. He found that he could never imagine himself relocating to a foreign place, but, like most 
Chinese people of his generation, in order to search for a life and a career he had to leave his hometown. The 
affection for home and the aspiration to explore the world became a dilemma, and, in a funny way, watching 
people building houses on the internet dissolved that dilemma. As a result, Hu plans to appropriate the skills 
he learned from all these videos and build a structure in the gallery space, as a way of getting closer to the 
struggle in his mind.

Before attending art school, Lai Chih-Sheng worked for years as a mason. A"er graduation, he got involved in 
the business of video production, again for many years. The technical in#uences of these work experiences 
on his current art practice may be obvious, but what’s more important is how it in#uenced his distinction 
between making/producing and creating: people may make/produce utilitarian and visually appealing 
things, but they can only create their perspectives on these things in art.

As an artist, Lai Chih-Sheng is o"en unwilling to make things. He intervenes in ways that are as subtle and 
invisible as possible. This is because he hopes to point people to the original faces of things and things 
that we tend to abandon. But in fact, in art-making, he o"en uses methods from engineering. Only by 
engineering, he does not create physical realities but conditions for meditation. One of his mottos is this: 
“Creating is the moment to let go.” Seeing Lai’s art helps us to make sense of the perplexing world and 
identify what in it is redundant. It helps to reveal the essence of life.

With his new work for this exhibition, Lai raised this question: in an art exhibition, what deserve to be 
expelled, and what need to stay? He proposed to restructure the rainwater pipes that are originally located 
in one side of the gallery space and extend them to reach the central area of the space. The rain water would 
then #ow into a water storage barrel, before it is expelled to outside of the building. Lai’s intervention will not 
change how the rainwater come and go, but only create a short period of time when the rainwater stops-by 
in the exhibition and eventually leave traces with the dirt that it carries.

The work of Kwan Sheung Chi shines with wisdom, but it never agrees to “get success.” Critics have analyzed 
how his work proposes to reconsider the criteria of success and failure. At the beginning of his career, he 
proudly claimed to be an “unsuccessful artist.” However, as his career developed smoothly, his aspiration to 
be an “unsuccessful artist” was proven unsuccessful. A"er that, he could only try his best to keep a distance 
from all the “correct ways” of being an artist. Even that is dif!cult to achieve… he doesn’t want to live the life 
of a professional artist, and yet he still feels like accepting some opportunities to do art.

The dilemma here is that he only aims to !nd the best way of living his life, and the way a professional artist 
should live does not seem good to him. Meanwhile, art is still an essential part of a good life. According 
to this logic, we may assume that Kwan’s purpose in making art is not about making a glorious career or 
creating good art in the art historical sense; his purpose is to make use of each opportunity offered by art 
to identify, interpret, and explore how to act wiser when facing all sorts of challenges in life.

To tackle the “problem” of having to come to Shanghai for an exhibition, Kwan decided to imagine the task 
as a real business trip. Together with a junior colleague, he visited Shanghai for an imaginary business 
project. A local assistant guided them to visit potential locations as well as other Shanghai-based Hong Kong 
companies and businessmen. They also made full use of the trip to enjoy Shanghai cuisine and luxurious 
cigarettes and alcohol, like real businessmen. The interesting question here was: Although the trip was 
planned as a measure of expediency, why shouldn’t the pleasure and the relief that it actually brings to the 
artist be seen as the true value of art?



Hu Xiangqian was born in 1983 in Leizhou, Guangdong Province and graduated in 2007 from the 5th Studio 
of the Oil Painting Department at Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts. He currently lives and works in Beijing. 
Hu has had solo exhibitions at Long March Space, Beijing, China, 2015; Arrow Factory, Beijing, China, 2013; 
Observation Society, Guangzhou, China, 2009, among others. Selected group exhibitions include Foundation 
Louis Vuitton, Paris, France, 2016; Kunstmuseum Bern, Bern, Switzerland, 2016; Al Riwaq, Qatar Museums, 
Doha, Qatar, 2016; Beijing Minsheng Art Museum, Beijing, China, 2016; UCCA, Beijing, China, 2015; Asian Art 
Museum, San Francisco, USA, 2015; The 10th Gwangju Biennale, 2014; Sharjah Biennial, 2013; Centro per 
l’Arte Contemporanea Luigi Pecci, Prado, Italy, 2012; Asia Triennial Manchester, 2011; Osage Gallery, Hong 
Kong, China, 2009; Nanjing Museum, Nanjing, China, 2005. In 2016, he won the “Best Young Artist”of the 
10th Award of Art China.

Kwan Sheung-Chi was born in 1980, Hong Kong and has held exhibitions at Solomon R. Guggenheim 
Museum, New York (2017); Mill6, Hong Kong (2016); ZKM, Karlsruhe (2015); Borusan Contemporary, Istanbul 
(2015); ParaSite, Hong Kong (2015, 2014); Witte de With, Rotterdam (2014); Kunsthalle Wien, Vienna (2014); 
Rockbund Art Museum, Shanghai (2013); Hiroshima MOCA, Hiroshima (2013); amongst others. Kwan holds 
a B.A. degree in Fine Art from The Chinese University of Hong Kong and in 2000 was named the “King of 
Hong Kong New Artist”. In 2002 the exhibition “Kwan Sheung-Chi Touring Series Exhibitions, Hong Kong” 
was held across 10 major exhibition venues in Hong Kong and the Hong Kong Art Centre presented “A 
Retrospective of Kwan Sheung-Chi”. Kwan is also a founding member of local art groups, Hong Kong Arts 
Discovery Channel (HKADC), hkPARTg (Political Art Group) and Woofer Ten. In 2009, Kwan was awarded 
the Starr Foundation Fellowship from the Asian Cultural Council to take part in an international residency 
programme in New York, USA. In 2012 Kwan received a commission from the West Kowloon Cultural District 
Association (WKCDA) and in 2013 was the winner of the inaugural Hugo Boss Art Prize.

Lai Chih-Sheng was born in 1971 in Taipei, Taiwan. He graduated in 1996 with bachelor degree from 
Department of Fine Art of Taipei National University of the Arts and graduated in 2003 with master degree 
from Graduate Institute of Plastic Arts of Tainan National University of the Arts. He currently lives and works 
in Taipei, Taiwan. Lai has had solo exhibition at Observation Society, Guangzhou, China, 2018; Eslite Gallery, 
Taipei, Taiwan, 2017; Project Ful!ll Art Space, Taipei, Taiwan, 2015; Cité Internationale des Arts, Paris, France, 
2015, among others. Group exhibitions include Crane Gallery, Kaohsiung, Taiwan, 2019; The 2th Greater 
Taipei Biennial of Contemporary Arts, 2018; Soulangh International Contemporary Art Festival, 2017; The 3rd 
Aichi Triennale, 2016; Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Taipei, Taiwan, 2015; The 13th Biennale de Lyon, 2015; Para 
Site, Hong Kong, China, 2015; The 4th Taiwan Biennial, 2014; The 8th Shenzhen Sculpture Biennale, 2014; 
Hayward Gallery, London, United Kingdom, 2012. Lai has also presented in many programmes, such as in 
2016, he participated the creation of work “Water Event” for Yoko Ono’s solo exhibition “Lumière de L’aube” 
at MAC Lyon, Lyon, France.
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PVC pipe, thermoplastic tank, water, impurities
PVC盘麥攨㝖䚍㝖俲咱宐꧹颶
Dimension variable㽯㼄〳隶
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Drawing paper 稇䲾秶
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Pencil, watercolor paperꊌ瘘宐䕙秶
Paper�秶䓹㽯㼄: 102 x 152.5 cm
Frame 酤醆㽯㼄: 117 x 167.5 cm
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‘Border_Lyon’ is a site-speci!c installation that allows the viewers’ participation. Lai Chih-
Sheng employed the spatial conditions available on the spot and asked the local workers to 
produce, based on his conception, a platform suspended above the ground. Generated out of 
the working process, the waste materials and working traces were le" there, as what they initially 
were. When the spectators steped into the exhibition hall and walked on the narrow platform 
along the walls, they could experience extraordinary perspectives and bodily perceptions.
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The alleys of Canton Flower Housing Estate look like the most common of passageways, but 
a"er a few visits these streets have developed a faint sense of strangeness to me. I remember 
at the beginning of August, on my second visit here, entering a noodle restaurant for a meal with 
Anthony and Guangxian. It had opened for business not long ago, and looking at the interior 
decoration, it was clear that everything was brand-new. But it nevertheless felt entirely out-of-
date, and I thought that perhaps the reason was decorations that were intended to be as low-
key as possible or the use of a mass-market interior design package. Accompanying us as we 
ate noodles and discussed anecdotes of our last visit to The South China Botanical Garden, a 
more resonant sound of conversation came from behind us, a few cooks and servers near our 
seats were happily at ease gambling. A restaurant that had just opened for business instead had 
the kind of unrestrained ease of having lived there for half a generation.

This place did not have need for and did not care about new things.

Throughout the alleys, #ourishing #ora is visible scattered in the light, and the alternation, 
overlapping and interweaving of the streets at different times forms a particularly disuni!ed 
pastiche. Because of their exceeding complexity and ruggedness, most people walk in the 
center of the roads. They have practically become habituated to these unstable and inter-
opposing manifestations. There is no right and wrong, and !rst and last are indistinguishable. I 
could not help thinking, how was this place originally planned? How much longer can this kind 
of housing estate last? So I tried to !nd some clues.

The con!gurations that were planned decades ago when these buildings were !rst constructed 
necessarily took into account every aspect of the living spaces there, which can be glimpsed 
from the water and electrical conduit !ttings on the walls. These walls are not entirely solid. 
Electrical lines and water pipes pass through a network of conduits imbedded within the space 
of the wall. Such that today in this space, due to use-based replacements, many of the conduit 
outlets are entirely buried within the walls, invisible. My work in this instance was to attempt to 
detect electrical current and magnetism within the walls, locate the original conduit paths, dig 
out a hole near the terminal ends of these paths, and then extend steel cable from within the 
wall into the gallery space, !nally supporting a platform close to, but suspended just off of the 
ground. It is as if these holes create an indoor bridge, and when people walk on top, it produces 
a slight swaying, a little bit as if a skiff has been erected in the room.

[Translated by Jesse Robert Cof!no.]
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The Ballad of Canton Flower Housing Estate
by Anthony Yung; Translated by Jesse Robert Cof!no

*Published on Observation Society’s website: https://www.observationsociety.com/Can-
tonFlowerBridge

Date of publication: September 2018.

Between 2011 and 2015, Lai Chih-Sheng made three important works: Life-Size Drawing 
(2011), realized at Eslite Gallery, Taipei, in which he used a marker to draw a line around the 
edge of every object in the gallery space; Border (2013), wherein he constructed a narrow 
one hundred centimeter tall passageway against the four walls of IT Park Gallery, leaving 
the debris from the construction of the narrow passageway in the center of the room; and 
Scene (2015), also realized at Eslite Gallery, consisted of a hanging and swayable “ceiling”, at 
a height just taller than that of the artist.

These three works share a common imagery: gap, at the edge of object and image, between 
emptiness and fullness...and what is the implication of this gap? Badiou says, “What is at 
stake is the !ctionalization of the very power of !ction, in other words, the fact of regarding 
the ef!cacy of semblance as real. This is one of the reasons why the art of the twentieth 
century is a re#exive art, an art that wants to exhibit its own process, an art that wants to 
visibly idealize its own materiality. Showing the gap between the factitious and the real 
becomes the principal concern of facticity.” (Badiou, ‘The Passion for the Real’.) 

Throughout the 20th century, the evolution of art has consistently and increasingly concerned 
itself with the act of laying bare: laying bare subjectivity and the content of technique and 
form and institutional structure, and these acts of laying bare appear to make art more “real.” 
However, by reviewing the full history of 20th-century art, we can be fairly certain that even in 
complete nakedness, the factitious remains impossible to eradicate, and the real impossible 
to reach. That’s why Badiou suggested the best that art can do is only to capture this gap, 
that place that represents the extension of facticity and the eradication of the real. However, 
at the end of the 20th century, people discovered that nakedness itself (the essential quality 
of the object having been laid bare, the true image of a thing, the human body, the process 
of life, etc.) had, not without a sense of irony, been alienated into aesthetic forms. 

People certainly derive from his work a sense of nostalgia for artistic forms of the 20th 
century, the “naked forms.” What is more, with a quality that combines superb cra"smanship 
and painter’s sensitivity, Lai has made his works extremely clean and precise. People may 
recognize the essential qualities of his work as the absoluteness, the in!nity, the sublime, 
and so on. 

But he o"en emphasizes the importance of uncertainties in his work. He expressed this 
doubt more than once, “I really can’t be certain why my works move people…” 

Two years ago, he requested to exhibit at Observation Society. Presumably, as, in recent 
years, he has o"en made exhibitions in venues of excellent conditions, he was taken with 
the unprofessional setting and poor conditions presented by Observation Society. It is here 
that art is naturally humbled. However, the degree to which this place is not a professional 
art space and to which its physical space exists in a state of disrepair, was far more serious 
than he imagined. He recounted to me, “from the #oor to the walls to the ceiling, there is not 
a single part of this space that was straight…” At Eslite Gallery, it is dif!cult to !nd any point 
at which the slope between the #oor and the walls exceeds eight centimeters, and such a 
defect would certainly merit a serious discussion. And Observation Society? Everything is 
slanted and teetering on the brink collapse. In point of fact, it is not only Observation Society, 
but all of Canton Flower Housing Estate that appears ready to collapse at any moment. 
The buildings, streets and storefronts are all decrepit; the trees are in a state of disorder, 
everywhere is in the midst of temporary repair. 

As an expression of apology, we took the initiative of bringing Lai Chih-Sheng on a tour of 
Guangzhou’s major sites. We went to Video Bureau and Borges Libreria, to Canton Gallery 
and Huangbin Station, to Making Space, The South China Botanical Garden and to Sun Yat 
Sen Memorial Hall. Incredibly, it did not matter where we went, everything had the same 
sense of temporariness and decrepitude. And, interestingly, it did not feel like people were 
even doing anything to improve these conditions. Was this because they don’t have the 
capacity to make some changes? Or do they just think its all !ne like this? 

From the outset, we emphasized to Lai Chih-Sheng that the building itself that housed 
Observation Society was of the least importance, and we hoped that he would not be overly 
concerned with the physical space. We know that if we ask Lai Chih-Sheng to improve the 
Observation Society Space, or if he had been asked to improve the dilapidated convenience 
store across the street from Observation Society, he certainly would have done a superb job, 
because he has attained a superb level of cra"smanship, a level approaching art. But we 
knew clearly that this was not what we sought to do, not in the name of art. That is exactly 
one kind of misunderstanding that we speci!cally sought to dispel. 

Finally, Lai decided to make a work to pose a question: Why does a place like this make us 
feel that it can nurture and maintain an idealism for art.? But the way he asks these questions 
is only rhetorical, because he already knew the answer, and he also knew that such answer 
is impossible to explain with regular logics. 



The metaphor that he poses is this: he made a bridge in Observation Society, representing 
a perfectly correct dimension constructed in a space that is full of errors. The bridge is 
suspended in mid-air, people walk across it, and it maintains just enough distance from the 
space itself so that neither touch. The artist has created a new perspective for seeing the 
space, a new sense of distance in order to manifest the imperfect, homeliness of the space 
itself. 

This can be compared to a photographer who uses superb technique to capture the image 
of an ugly person. This photograph “truthfully” represents the subject’s absurd expression, 
asymmetrical eyes and rough skin...in viewing this photograph we can appreciate the 
photographer’s superb technique, but it is worth emphasizing that this will not alter the 
ugliness of the subject, because the goal of taking this photograph was not to idolize the 
subject. What I mean is that this bridge that Lai Chih-Sheng created, despite its beauty, is 
certainly not intended to idolize this space. 

Then what exactly is its meaning? 

At dusk on the last day of Lai Chih-Sheng’s !rst visit to Guangzhou, I took him to see every 
corner of Canton Flower Housing Estate. Dusk is the golden hour here, mainly because in 
dim light is this place not so ugly, and this is also the reason why Observation Society only 
opens its doors when dusk approaches. Finally, we arrived Xiaogang Park, which closely 
abuts the Housing Esate. People were out strolling through the park, chatting, but without 
interrupting the tranquility of the park. 

Lai’s last exhibition was titled “Between Dog and Wolf.” The literal meaning of this title is 
the certain time during dusk and dawn, the moments when the dimness of the light makes 
it impossible to see clearly whether the animal in the distance is a dog or a wolf. During 
the occurrence of that exhibition, it was actually quite dif!cult for people to understand the 
connection between the title and Lai’s work — those objects, installations and projections. It 
was only at dusk in Xiaogang Park that I !gured out the context that Lai sought to describe 
with that title: in the gradual sinking of day’s color, the world that we observe also gradually 
becomes gentle, the discrepancy between arti!cial and natural, between essence and 
appearance remains distinguishable, the material world maintains its contours, but the gap 
— that Badiouian gap — disappears. It is only a moment, but the moment exists. Lai’s work 
has always been devoted to observing and re#ecting upon the truth that constitutes the 
outside world. But knowledge is only the !rst step. What is most important is transcending 
this truth, or being transcended by it.

Leaving Xiaogang Park, we came upon a small cart selling oranges. In this environment of 
near blackness, the eerie white light of the cart shone on a small mountain of oranges, a scene 
at once prosaic and singular: the moment of dogs and wolves, Xiaogang Park, Canton Flower 
Housing Estate; people buying fruit, people returning home from work, people in idleness… 
thinking of the art that we were going to make but did not yet know how exactly it would be 
realized, humility and yearning !lled our minds. Is this not a moment of the sublime? Only it 
is another kind of sublime, distinct from that of the church. In this moment we feel that there 
is no longer any need to make the world, and ourselves, any cleaner, any more sophisticated, 
or any more real. The hope is that art can help us to remember a moment like this. 

[Translated by Jesse Robert Cof!no.] 
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2017

Installation, based on site size酤縨�㽯㼄⣜植㜥罜㹁
Installation view, “Between Dog and Wolf”, Lai Chih-Sheng Solo Exhibition, ESLITE GALLERY, Taipei, Taiwan㾝錒植㜥�权杵儘ⵠ飅䘋渿⦐㾝铇ㅷ殥䐤〵 ⻍〵 抓

Occupying the largest space in the gallery, ‘8cm Inclination’ 
makes the #oor appear erroneously skewed a"er Lai Chih-
Sheng “!xed” the 8cm-gap under the walls by giving them a trim.鸏麥捀✫⥜侮瑠铐䊴涸簧ꥵ�姻僽䧮⫙俷铇ㅷ殥䐤涸䌴䏞
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2017

Polyvinyl Chloride翹安⛩掝
3 x 48 x 0.2 cm

Installation view, “Between Dog and Wolf”, Lai Chih-Sheng Solo Exhibition, ESLITE GALLERY, Taipei, Taiwan㾝錒植㜥�权杵儘ⵠ飅䘋渿⦐㾝铇ㅷ殥䐤〵 ⻍〵 抓

‘30cm’ is a ruler that had been stretched and thus has lost its 
function as an instrument for measurement. No longer a useful tool, 
the only way to approach the ruler would be to appreciate it as is.

շ30Ⱇⴕո僽♧䪾鄄欽⸂䬘䪑㼬荞隶䕎涸㽯㸐㔔姽㣟✫荈魨⡲捀♱ꆀ⭑㐼涸⸆腋㸐♶ⱄ僽剤欽涸䊨Ⱘ䧮⦛㈔♧腋㼩㸐涸倰岁㽠僽錚颣
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Installation view, “Kau-Puê, Mutual Companionship in Near Future” Soulangh International Contemporary Art Festival 2017, Soulangh Cultural Park, Tainan, Taiwan㾝錒植㜥�鵜劢⢵涸❜ꤙ2017諽㡕㕜ꥹ谁遯眏�諽㡕俒⻋㕨⼦�〵⽂�〵抓

Where does it come from, and when did it come about?

Dust is an accumulation of !ne particles through time. It is worthless yet found everywhere. This 
work was made for “Kau-Puê, Mutual Companionship in Near Future: 2017 Soulangh International 
Contemporary Art Festival,” an exhibition in Tainan, Taiwan. Between 2015 and 2016, I asked 
workers of Soulangh Cultural Park to collect dust as they cleaned the park, and I used that dust 
to make this work. The aluminum ruler on the wall was a tool I used to smoothen the surface 
of the benches, and the samples sitting on the ruler show a series of experiments I conducted 
to test the durability of cement-dust mixture. In the end the benches are made of 35% dust.

Dust, hidden in the park corners, is a silent traveler that circles the site in procession.

I hope to transform or memorialize this unwanted thing from daily life to tender a subtle way to 
experience time and space. By cementing it in two benches and inviting visitors to come for 
respite, it becomes a warm and friendly sculpture.
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Before the Present is the reversal of a rotating image that indicates waiting. 
Made into an in!nite loop, the reversed loading turns into an expression 
of loss, pointing to not only the future but also the eternal lapse of time.
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Moving images on loop崩䕧⫹��搂ꣳ䗅橇
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Paint Can겝俲緶
2014

Acrylic, Paper on Plastic㠺⯘⸂겝俲秶㝖芣
07.2014  “Art for Oneself”, Tina Keng Gallery, Taipei, Taiwan 捀荈䊹⨞涸谁遯�翈殥䐤�〵⻍�〵抓
10.2014  “Bloom” Eslite Gallery 25th Anniversary Exhibition, ESLITE GALLERY, Taipei, Taiwan�ꫭ僱�铇ㅷ殥䐤�〵⻍�〵抓

If I continued to sketch and reverse the reality, there may be a possible answer to "how this world is a poem".㥶卓䧮♶倬涸㼩植㻜⛓暟鹎遤湬䱺䚍涸䲾粭莅缺鱲�鸏䧴鏪僽㼩倴�鸏⦐⚆歲㥶⡦僽♧껷鑘�涸〳腋瘸銼



Paint Can_Light Turquoise겝俲緶幏笃话
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Acrylic, Paper on Plastic㠺⯘⸂겝俲秶㝖芣
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Acrylic, Paper on Plastic㠺⯘⸂겝俲秶㝖芣
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Drawing paper稇䲾秶
2012

Watercolor paper, pencil�宐䕙秶�ꊌ瘘
Paper 宐䕙秶�ꊌ瘘: 57.6 x 76.8 cm
Frame�酤醆㽯㼄: 69 x 87 cm
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